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City Council
Sacramento, California
RE; PROCEDURE FOR REVIEWING TRANSMISSION
FACILITIES PERMITS
Honorable Members in Session;
SUMMARY
At its meeting on April 28, 1981, the City Council had before
it a request from the Sacramento Municipal Utility District
(SMUD) for a transmission facilities permit under Section 29
of the City Zoning Ordinance. In connection with its consideration of this project the Council asked staff to prepare a report
outlining the state law and the City ordinance governing City
review of SMUD projects. This report is submitted for the
1Council's information.
BACKGROUND
1. State Law
Prior to 1977, the location and construction of facilities for
the production, generation, storage, or transmission of electrical
energy were exempt from City building and zoning ordinances under
former Govt. Code Sec. 53091. In 1977, two state laws were enacted
to give cities some control over these facilities. Section 12808.5
was added to the Municipal Utilities Act in the Public Utilities
Code and established a procedure for City review of the location
and construction of lines, poles, and accessory structures for
the transmission or distribution of electrical energy by a municipal
utility district. The second law amended Sec. 53091 of the Govt.
Code to allow local zoning to apply to the location and construction
of facilities for the storage or transmission of electrical energy
except for facilities governed by Sec. 12808.5 of the Public
Utilities Code and substations receiving electricity at less than
100,000 volts. In addition, the law does not permit the City to
regulate facilities for the production or generation of electrical
energy. Each of these laws is briefly outlined below.
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A. Public Utilities Code Sec. 12808.5
Section 12808.5 applies to the location and construction of
lines, poles, and accessory structures for the transmission or
distribution of electrical energy by a municipal utility district.
Under the law, the district must hold a noticed public hearing on
any proposal to locate or construct these 'facilities. After the
hearing, the district must transmit the proposal to the legislative
body of each local agency, such as the City, in which the facilities
are to be located. The local agency, in turn, must then hold a
public hearing on the proposal and adopt a resolution approving,
disapproving, or approving an alternative proposal within 60 days.
The resolution must contain specified findings relating to
(1) the consistency of the proposal with the general
plan and specific plans;
(2)

the existence of feasible alternatives;

(3) other factors relating to the public health, safety,
and welfare as may be set forth in the local ordinance adopted to
implement Sec. 12808.5.
Failure of the legislative body to act within 60 days is
considered approval of the proposal.
Finally, the law allows the district by a four-fifths vote to render
the local agency's decision inapplicable to the proposed facilities
if the district, at a noticed public hearing, determines that there
is no feasible alternative to the proposal. If such action is taken,
notice thereof must be given to the local agency within ten days.
The local agency may then file an action in *court to review the
district's action. If the court determines the district's action
was not supported by substantial evidence, the action shall have
no force and effect, and the local agency's decision shall stand.
B. Govt. Code Sec. 53091, 53096
Govt. Code Sec. 53091 simply subjects facilities for the
storage or transmission of electrical energy, except facilities
governed by Public Utilities Code Sec. 12808.5 and substations
receiving electricity at less than 100,000 volts, to local zoning
as long as the local zoning ordinance makes provision for these
facilities. Unlike Sec. 12808.5 no procedure for review is established; rather, the City is allowed to handle the facilities either
under its established zoning procedures or under a new procedure
designed for these facilities. Like Sec. 12808.5, however, Sec.
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53096 of the Govt. Code contains provisions allowing the
governing board of the district to render local zoning
inapplicable by a four-fifths vote. These provisions are
virtually identical to Sec. 12898.5Cd).
2.

Local Ordinance

The City's ordinance governing review of the location and
construction of SMUD's facilities under both Public Utilities
Code Sec. 12808.5 and Govt. Code Sec. 53091 is found in Section
29 of the City Zoning Ordinance. This ordinance was adopted
in March, 1980.
The ordinance combines into one procedure the review of all
SMUD projects subject to local control, whether the project
falls under Public Utilities Code Sec. 12808.5 or Govt. Code
Sec. 53091. As such the ordinance follows the more restrictive
procedural rules of Public Utilities Code Sec. 12808.5 and
requires approval by the City Council for all SMUD projects.
Staff recommended a single procedure be adopted, because any one
of SMUD's projects may include facilities falling under both code
sections, and a single procedure would allow the City to process
the project as a package. See 1978 AJ 14351. (Legislative Council Opinion)
Under the ordinance, SMUD is to make application for a transmission facilities permit for any project located within the
City. The application is to be accompanied by a completed
environmental determination (an EIR and a Negative Declaration).
The Planning Commission holds a noticed public hearing on the
permit request and recommends an action to the Council. The
Council then holds a noticed public hearing on the permit and
renders a decision. This decision must be made within 60 days
of the date the application was submitted. Failure to act within
that time period will result in the project being deemed approved.
The decision on the project must be based on findings of fact and
is subject to the review criteria and policies found in Sec. 29C-5 and 6 of the Zoning Ordinance. A copy of these provisions are
attached and marked Appendix 1.
It .should be noted that City review of SMUD's projects is limited
to projects or portions of projects within 'the City Of Sacramento.
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3. SMUD's Request for Transmission Facilities Permit
A.

Permit

The request now pending before the City Council is for a
transmission facilities permit for a portion of a project
involving the installation of new double circuit 230,000
volt transmission lines for approximately 16 miles from U.S. 99
and Valensin Road to the Pocket Substation. These facilities
fall under Public Resources Code Sec. 12808.5. For a more
detailed discussion of the proposal, refer to the Planning
Department's staff report on this item dated April 23, 1981 and
the amended staff report from the City Planning Commission meeting
dated March 26, 1981.
As noted above, only a portion of this project is within the
City. In addition, this project is one of three projects being
pursued by SMUD at this time. The other two projects are located
in the County of Sacramento. The County has an ordinance implementing Public Resources Code Sec. 12808.5; presumably SMUD is
seeking County review of the other projects and the portion of
the subject project located in the County. Whatever action the
County takes will not affect the decision of the City. Under the
law, as discussed above, SMUD must have the project reviewed by
the legislative body of each jurisdiction in which the project
is located. If any one or more of these jurisdictions denies the
project, SMUD must modify the project to meet the concerns or
rely on its four-fifths vote override authority.
In reviewing the permit, the Council is limited to considering the project and its impacts within the City and is governed
by the review criteria contained in Sec. 29-C-5 and 6 of the City
Zoning Ordinance, attached as Appendix 1.
B.

Environmental Review

Taking action on the requested permit makes the City a
responsible agency under the California Environmental Quality
Act. As such, the Council must consider the EIR, determine its
adequacy, certify its compliance with state law, and consider the
significant effects of the project, if any, before taking action.
Again, however, just as the Council's review of the project is
limited to that portion of the project within the City, so also
is its environmental review limited to that portion of the project
within the City.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
This report is submitted for the Council's information.
Very truly yours,
JAMES P. JACKSON
City Attorney

By
SABINA GILBERT
Deputy City Attorney
FOR CITY COUNCIL INFORMATION

ct.Q.1...\
WALTER J. SL
SG:mb
Attachment
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APPENDIX 1
Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance of the City of Sacramento
Ordinance No. 2550 Fourth Series Section 29-C-5 and 6

5. Review Criteria and Findings

-

The Planning Commission and the City Council shall evaluate
applications for transmission facilities permits in accordance
with intent and purpose statement contained in subsection A
of this Section and any applicable land use plans and
policies adopted by the City Council. Any decision of the
City Council on a transmission facilities permit application
shall be based on findings concerning:
(a) The consistency of the proposed facilities with the
City's general plan and applicable redevelopment and specific
plans.
(b)

Whether there are feasible alternatives to the proposal.

(c) Such other factors related to the public health, safety,
and welfare as are included within the policies set forth
below for assessing transmission facilities permits.
6. Policies
The City of Sacramento hereby adopts the following policies for
reviewing transmission facilities permit applications:
(a) To discourage within the City lattice towers along new
transmission lines right-of-way or along portions of existing
right-of-way utilized for expansion of the transmission system.
(b) To incorporate into a project mitigation measures appropriate to the site of a particular project and each transmission
line segment of a project whenever feasible, such as undergrounding or rerouting transmission lines to reduce visual impacts
and antenna reception interference, reducing the number of poles
or towers used for a project, using landscaping to
screen or soften the visual impacts of projects, and incorporating
sound attenuation measures into projects.
(c) To locate substations on other than local or collector
streets.
(d)

The following routing preferences are hereby adopted:

Preference shall be given to the location of transmission
lines in the rank order specified below:

(i)

a. Within existing SMUD transmission rights-of-way or
rights-of-way anticipated for other projects proposed pursuant
to this Section.
b.

Adjacent to railroads or adopted freeway routes.

Along or adjacent to major arterial streets where
c.
existing or planned uses are commercial or industrial.

•

APPENDIX 1

• d. Adjacent to or through existing or planned
cornercial, industtial or agricultural uses.
e. Along arterial streets where residential uses
designated in an adopted plan are RD-2 or greater density.
f.
Through areas where land uses in an adopted
plan are predominantly commercial, but include residential uses.
g.
Through residential areas,including side and
rear yards, irrespective of density.

(ii) Preference shall be given to the location of
substations in the following rank order:
a. Areas designated for industrial or commercial
land uses in an adopted plan.
b.
in an adopted plan.

c.

Undeveloped areas designated fcr residential use

Areas designated Agricultural-Urban Reserve in

an adopted plan.
d. Sites designated for residential use in an
adopted pia= =1 surrounded by existing residential uses.
PASSED FOR PUBLICATION:
ENACTED:

MARCH 4.1980

EPPECTIVE: ONL3.1HO
DOUGLAS fr. POPE
VICE MAYOR

ATTEST:
•

JACI K. PAPPAS
AC7Ifiu CITY CLERK
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City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT:

Transmission Facility. Permit Request by Sacramento
Municipal Utility District (SMUD) (.M-507).

LOCATION:

South Of Meadowview- Road along Western Pacific Railroad
tracks

SUMMARY
This is a,requeSt by SMUD for a Transmission Facility Permit in order
to construct a transmission line along the Western Pacific Railroad
tracks north of the City limits to almost Meadowview Road. The SMUD
Board of Directors selected the proposed route and incorporated mitigation measures. The Planning Commission recommended approval of the
subject request.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
SMUD prepared an Environmental Impact Report on three proposed projects (A, B, and C) of which only a portion of Project A is located
within the City limits. Project A is the installation of a new
double circuit 230,000 volt transmission line for approximately 16
miles from U.S. 99 and Valension Road (south of Elk Grove) to the
Pocket Substation (Gardendale Road and Western Pacific Railroad tracks).
The City Planning Commission reviewed the draft EIR on October 4, 1930,
and transmitted their comments to the City Council (November 12, 1980)
and to SMUD. The draft EIR evaluated eight alternative alignments for
Project A.
The EIR for this project determined there would not be any significant
effects on residents' health and radio/television reception. The
Final EIR addressed the City's concern on undergrounding transmission.
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lines to reduce visual impacts. SMUD has calculated that it is not
technically feasible to install four underground 230,000 volt pipe
cable systems entirely within the railroad right-of-way. The SMUD
Board of Directors on January 8, 1981, determined the EIR adequate, that
the project would not have a significant effect, and selected alignment Alternative 3 (see Exhibit 1). Consequently, SMUD has requestqd
a Transmission Facility Permit for that protion of the proposed line
within the City.
VOTE OF COMMISSION
On March 26, 1981, the Planning Commission, by a vote of nine ayes,
recommended approval of the Transmission Facility Permit for Alternative 3. , •
RECOMMENDATION
The staff and Planning Commission recommend that the Council adopt
the attached resolution that indicates the following:
Determinatidn that the Final EIR is adequate;
2. Certification that the EIR has been prepared in 'compliance with
. the State EIR Guidelines and thatthe decision-making body has
considered the information contained in the EIR.

1.

3.

Determination that the project will not have a significant effect
on the environment.

4.

Approval of a Transmission Facility Permit for SMUD's chosen'
Alternative 3 with appropriate mitigation measures as adopted by
SMUD Board for Phase III.
R4ppectfu11y submitted,
arty Van Duy
Planning Dir tor

FOR TRANSMITTAL TO COUNCIL:

Walter J. Sli , City VManager
April 28, 1981
All Districts

MVD:CC:jm
Attachments
M-566
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RESOLUTION No.
Adopted by The Sacramento City Council on date of
April 28, 1981
RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE PHASE III PROJECT A
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (M-507)

WHEREAS, the City has had public hearing on that certain document
entitled "Phase III Project A Final Environmental Impact Report"; and
WHEREAS, the City Planning Commission on MarCh 26, 1981 and the
City Council on April 28, 1981 have duly noticed and held public
hearings on Phase III Project A Final Environmental Impact Report and
considered the oral testimony and documentary evidence introduced at
said hearings; and
WHEREAS, the City Council is in receipt of recommendations on
the Phase III Project A Final Environmental Impact Report by the City
Planning Commission and had considered and deliberated the oral testimony and documentary evidence;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the City of Sacramento
that the Council hereby certifies and determines: 1.
•

That the document has been prepared in compliance with the
provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act. the
State EIR Guidelines, and the City Environmental Proce,res,
and that the decision making body has reviewed and considered
the information contained in the EIR:

2.

That the Final Environmental Impact Report is adequate;

3.

That the project will not have a significant effect on the environment;

4.

Approve a Transmissic.n Facility Permit for Phase III Project
alignment Alternative 3 with appropriate mitigation measures.
This approval is based on the following Findings of Fact:
a.

The transmissiin line will provide additional electrical
energy in response to anticipated community demand resulting from urban growth'consistent with the City's 1974
General Plan, 1965 Meadowview and Southgate Community Plans.

b.

There are no feasible alternatives other than the individual
or combined measures: electrical connections; moratorium on
new construction; massive conservation effect for the entire
service area; and an acceptance of a less reliable electric .
system.

-2C. The transmission line will provide a redundant transmission
link for uninterrupted power supply to Sacramento in the
event of failure of one transmission line between Rancho Seco
and Hedge Substation.
d.

The EIR determined there would not be any significant effects
on resident's health and radio/TV interference.

e.

The alignment is adjacent to an existing railroad track and
along a railroad right-of-way.

f.

Poles will be used instead of latticc towers.

MAYOR
ATTEST:
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STAFF REPORT AMENDED 3-26-81

City Planning Commission
Sacramento, California
Members in Session:
Subject: Transmission Facility Permit Request by Sacramento Municipal
Utility District (SMUD) (M-507)

Summary: The Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) is requesting
a Transmission Facilities Permit pursuant to Section 29 of the City of
Sacramento Zoning Ordinance, for a major transmission facility location
Of the three projects (A-C) discussed in the Final
and construction.
EIR, only one, project "A", i's, in part, located within the btundaries
•
The route selected by the SMUD Board for
of the City of Sacramento.
Project "A" is designated in the Final EIR as Alternative 3.
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve this report along
with any comments it deems appropriate, ratify the Final EIR, recommend
granting of a Transmission Facility Permit for SMUD's chosen Alternative 3 including appropriate mitigation measures as .adopted by the SMUD
Board for Phase III, and transmit the above to the City Council.

Background Information:- In 1978 the SMUD General Plan EIR described 13
separate projects in general terms, with the intention that site specific environmental documents would be prepared.
The Final EIR evaluates
three of the projects addressed in the General Plan.
These projects are being proposed to meet the projected electrical
demand of industrial and commercial sectors as well as the 70,000 new
In addition, the projects will
residences in the south Sacramento area.
provide a redundant transmission link for uninterrupted power supply to
Sacramento in the event of failure of one, transmission line between
Rancho Seco and Hedge Substation. The three proposed projects are:

Project A: Installing new double circuit 230,000 volt transmission line for approximately 16 miles from U.S. 99 and
Valensin Road (south of Elk Grove) to the Pocket Substation
There
(Gardendale Road and Western Pacific Railroad tracks).
are eight alternative alignments for this project (see
Exhibit A) and would require additional right-of-way acquisttion.

.

Project B: String additional 230,000 volt transmission line
. on vacant side of existing towers for approximate:Iy 13 miles.
from Rancho Seco to U.S. 99 and Valensin Road.
Project C: Construction of a new 230,000 volt substation near
Grant Line Road and Southern Pacific Railroad tracks and constructing a new 69,000 volt transmission line from that
proposed substation northward along the Southern Pacific tracks
and existing transmission line corridor to just south of
Florin Road.
M-507
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Of the three projects, only portions of Project A are within the City
boundaries (see Exhibit 8):
Alternative 1 thru 4 - north from Transition Station A
along the east side of Western Pacific Railroad tracks
to Pocket Substation
Alternative 5 - northwest from'Bruceville and Sheldon Roads
thru Laguna Creek drainage area to Transition Station A
Alternative 6 - west from Transition Station C.along PG & E's
right-of-lway to Western Pacific Railroad tracks
The EIR determined there would not be any significant effects on resiThe document states that SMUD
dent's health and radio/TV interference.
responds to the anticipated community demand for additional electrical
energy. This demand occurs as a result of City-County agencies that
The EIR
control and regulate development within the SMUD service area.
indicated that the No Project or Delayed Project Alternative 7 could be
feasible if major changes in community plans were implemented. These
major changes identified required, in part or total, the following
.
measures:
1.

Moritorium on new electrical connections;

2.

Moritorium on new. construction;

J.

Massive conservation effort by the community;

4.

Acceptance of a less reliable electric system along with
more frequent outages and possible large scale blackouts ..

The delaying of the project's construction to a future date could be
Only the degree of change and
feasible under changes as listed above.
the degree of feasibility would be different.
Mitigation measures adopted by the SMUD Board of Directors on the Phase
III transmission line project (Projects A and B) are shown in Exhibit C.
Alternative 3 has the transmission line overhead within the City.. If
the City portion of Alternative 3 was placed underground (Alternative
The City
3UA) there would be an additional cost of $17,022,000.00.
Council recommended that Project A's transmission line alignment be
adjacent to either the railroad tracks (Alternatives 1-4) and suggested
SMUD consider the transmission line installation be underground to reduce
visual impacts.
At its meeting of November 12, 1980 the City Council filed the staff
report which the Planning Commission had approved with additions which:

M-507

1.

Recommended the transmission line be adjacent to the
existing railroad tracks (Alternative 1-4).

2.

Suggested SMUD consider the transmission line be underground.
March 26, 1981

Item 25

3.

Asked SNUB to identify whether they .propose to underground future transmission line facilities within the
Indicated the pioritization for
current City limits.
undergrounding future facilities.

4.

Stated that the City has a policy that transmission facilities should incorporate into a project mitigation measures
such as undergrounding or rerouting transmission lines
to reduce visual impacts and antenna reception interference, reducing the number of poles or towers and using.
landscaping to screen or soften the visual impacts of
projects (City Zoning Ordinance, Section 29, Ordinance
4319, adopted February 1980).

5.

Remind SMUD that any project within the City will require
a Transmission Facility Permit which is reviewed by the
Planning Commission and acted on by the City Council, pursuant to City Zoning Ordinance, Section 29.

SMUD's responses to those comments follow:
"The City Planning Commission and its staff has concurred with
SMUD staff in recommending alternate routes 1 through 4.
At the October 30, 1980 Planning Commission meeting, the question was asked of SMUD staff as to the feasibility of installing
an underground transmission line in the area immediately south •
of Meadowview Road entirely within the Western Pacific RailSince that meeting, SMUD has calcualted
road right-of-way.
that, in fact, it is not technically feasible to install four
underground 230,000-volt pipe cable systems entirely within
If an underground alternate route
the railroad right-of-way.
is selected through this area, it will be necessary to obtain
20 to 25 feet of additional SMUD right-of-way on private and
residential property east and west of the existing railroad
If an underground alternative is chosen, the
right-of-way.
exact amount of additional right-of-way and its specific location along the route will be determined during the project
final design phase.
If an overhead alternative is chosen through this.area, the
poles will be located entirely on the railroad right-of-way.
An additional SMUD easement may have to be obtained adjacent
to the railroad right-of-way to accommodate the area underneath
the areas of the poles and the maximum side-swing of the overhead conductors.
Finally, the following responds to the Planning Commission's
request for information on SMUD's future plans for proposing
underground transmission lines (greater than 100,000 volts)
within the City limits:
On August 4, 1977 the SMUD Board of Directors adopted
resolution No. 9318 (Appexdix E of DEIR) outlining
the transmission facility location criteria to be

M-507
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used by the Board in approving transmission lines.
SMUD staff follows these criteria, which include
overhead versus underground policies, when selecting the transmission line routes and proposed design
for examination in the environmental review process.
For all future transmission lines within the City
limits and elsewhere, SMUD will continue to recommend the installation of underground cables in
areas where mandated by SMUD resolution No.. 9318."
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve the following:
1.
2.

M-507

Determination that the Final EIR is adequate.
Certification that the EIR has been prepared in compliance
-with the State EIR Guidelines and that the decision-making
• body has considered the information contained in the EIFL

3.

Determination that the project will not have a significant effect on the environment.

4.

Recommend approval of a Transmission Facility Permit
for SMUD's chosen Alternative 3 with appropriate mitigation measures as adopted by SMUD Board for Phase III, and

5.

Transmit these actions to the City Council for action.

March 26, 1981

Item 25
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. MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE SMUD BOARD
. OF DIRECTORS ON THE PHASE III
TRANSMISSION LINE PROJECT (PROJECTS AO)

NO.

REFERENCE
PAGE
IN EIR

MITIGATION MEASURE

1.

Access to the transmission line right-of-way will be along existing roads
where possible. Where existing roads are not available, routes will be
chosen so as to cause the least damage and inconvenience to the property
owner. Access routes will be maintained by the District during the
construction period and' returned to original or better condition upon the
project's completion. No major interierence with agricultural-work is
expected during the construction phase.

6-1

2.

After the construction activity is completed, the excess dirt will be removed
and/or used to restore the grade and area to its original or better condition.
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3.

Construction of the transmission line will take place during daylight hours only.
Watering will be used where excess dust may occur and existing roads used where
possible. Shoring, traffic control, and barricades will be used where appropriate
to ensure public safety.
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If the owners or occupants of the affected area have a complaint on the projects
during the construction period about excess dust, noise, traffic, access, destruction
of property, etc., they should contact the following person at SMUD who will be
available to mitigate the problem:
Project A and B - 230,000 volt transmission line
Mike Bregar - 916-452-3211
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MITIGATION MEASURE
All project alternatives were selected so that the effects on the existing and planned
land use of the area would be minimized. This mitigation of the route and substation
impact waS accomplished by selecting various alternatives so that the projects would
not be constructed overhead on new corridors through existing populated residential .
areas. Existing corridors, either transmission lines, -freeways, or railroads were
followed where possible. The criteria followed for the substation location and
230,000 volt transmission line routes are as specified in the following:
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SMUD Board of Directors resolution No. 9318. (See EIR Appendix E)
Sacramento City Ordinance, Sbction 29 of the "Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance".
Sacramento County Ordinance, No. SZC 78-107
so
'

5.

The transmission line routes described in the EIR were selected to follow both the
letter and the intent of these criteria as noted above. Routes initially not
meeting these requirements were not selected for any of the proposed alternatives.
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6.

Mitigation measures to prevent excess loss of agricultural areas will be 'accomplished
by locating (where feasible) the transmission line route in or very close to fences
or property lines rather than midfield or at headland. Also, poles are being
proposed instead of four-legged towers for most of the route. This would save
approximately 1,477 square feet per structure of agricultural land.
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7.

To avoid damage to the vernal pools located along Project B between Colony Road and
the Water and Power Resources Service aqueduct, a consulting biologist will be used
to identify, locate, and mark in the field the possible vernal pools that would be
impacted by the construction of the transmission line. The construction forces will
be informed of the action and will be required to confine all construction work other
than that which is necessary, to outside the marked areas.
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8.

In the riparian woodland area between the Cosumnes River and existing SMUD Tower 942,
new transmission structures will be located so that no mature trees or large areas
of woody vegetation will be removed. Existing road tracks will be used for access,
with travel taking place on grassy areas only when necessary.
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9.

Any disruption from overhead construction along the Western Pacific Railroad to
drainage ditch flow patterns or marshy areas will be repaired. Spoils from the dirt
removed from the pole footing will be properly disposed of so that the original
drainage patterns will not be obstructed. Construction access will avoid marshy or
wet areas where possible.
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10.

In the Laguna Creek riparian grassland area existing roads or trails will be used
where possible. The blocking of drainage canals will not be allowed and no marsh
areas will be destroyed. The spoils from the pole footings will be disposed in such
a way as to avoid polluting any marsh areas or canals.
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11.

In order to protect any potential habitat of the Giant Garter Snake
(Thamnophis couchi gigas - classified by the California Fish and Game as rare)
marshy areas will be avoided where possible for the location of the poles.
Construction access roads, avoiding the marshy areas will be utilized where feasible.
No marsh areas will be destroyed.

12.

Once the final tower placement has been selected through the riparian woodland
habitat adjacent to Tower 942, the area will be field checked to ensure that no
California black walnut trees (Juglans hindsii - classified by the California
Native Plant Society as endangered) will be affected.

13.

In the Cosumnes River area near Tower 942, the placement of new towers will be'
located so that the footing and the construction will not jeopardize the levee or
significantly affect the flow of the flood waters contained within the levee system.
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14.

Any tower or pole will be located at least 10 feet from the outside toe of any
levee.
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15.

The gravesite east of Tower 898 will be avoided. Because Project B involves only
'stringing a vacant side of the existing tower, the project can readily avoid the
gravesite by pulling the cables overhead through the area.
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16.

17.

k›:).

An archeological field survey shall be performed for that portion of the transmission
line route that has not previously been field surveyed. Poles and towers will be
located as to avoid impacting any significant sites found in the field survey.

Should artifacts or unusual amounts of stone, bone, or shell be uncovered during
.construction, an archeologist will be consulted for an on-the-spot evaluation.
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18.

Radio and TV interference from the transmission line will be minimized by proper
design of the line, adequate level of clearances, and care and installation of the
conductors and all hardware. If.the conductor is damaged during installation, or if
faulty hardware becomes a source of radio or TV noise, that portion of the line will
be repaired or replaced to eliminate any problem.
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19.

Since possible discovery of future health effects is still unknown, this transmission
line project will be designed to use the same conservative approach as the New York
Public Service Commission. The right-of-way width.and construction of the line will
be such that no permanent homes will be closer than an electric field value of
1.0 kv per meter at one meter.

6-19 &
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20.

The necessary metallic objects will be properly grounded by SMUD to avoid any
nuisance shock hazards.
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The following measures have been or will be taken to reduce adverse visual effects:
(1)

Selection of line routes, method of construction, and substation site with
less visual impact, also taking into consideration the other variables of the
project.

(2)

Poles will be used for most of the route instead of transmission line towers
for Project A.

(3)

Longer spans will be used on the transmission line thereby requiring fewer
poles

(4)

To mitigate the 69,000 volt line route through Elk Grove, - alternate route "C"
was chosen.
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22.

The poles will be installed where feasible so that the minimum amount of poles will
he located within the 10 degree area of interference of PT&T's micro wave path. "
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23.

The right-of-Way potential for aerial seeding, fertilizing and crop dusting underneath
the lines will be investigated with the land owners. The minimum clearance of the
lines to the ground will be raised from 30 feet to 50 feet in those areas required
to allow for continued use of aerial methods.

6-24

Area marker balls will be installed on lines in close proximity to landing fields that
would be adversely impacted by the lines..
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24.

Prior to the final siting of the towers/poles SMUD staff will consult with the Area
Manager of the US. Fish and Wildlife Service on the specific locations of sensitive
species referenced in the FEIR (SMUD's Responses to comments made by the U.S. Fish
p.4) and appropriate mitigation measures will be implemented
and Wildlife Service
if necessary.

25.

All purchases of circui.t breaker oil shall specify that the supplier test the oil and
certify that it complies with the latest EPA Regulations and contains less than 50
parts per million of PCB.
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PCB's will not be used for any of the equipment to be installed under this project.
All oils are essentially PCB free with only background trace concentrations. All oil
will meet EPA requirements for the oil at the time of purchase.

26.

The placement of poles will be at the following points in the vicinity of Mr. Katz's
property.
a.

Location of a pole west of the western fence line of Mr. Katz's property, either
off the east or west side of Bruceville Road (with the most probable location
west of Bruceville Road).

b.

Location of a pole west of the dirt access road running roughly north-south
through Mr. Katz's property. Pole location would be midway between the western .
edge of the dirt access road and the irrigation line which runs north-south.
(Care would be taken during installation to avoid any disturbance of the
irrigation line.)

c.

Location of a pole at the eastern fence line of Mr. Katz's property.
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Honorable Members in Session:
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OF
OFFfA:Leg
cl

SUBJECT: Request for Transmission Facility Permit by • Sacramento Municipal
Utility District (SMUD) (M-507)
SUMMARY
The City Council, on April 28, 1981, made various requests for additional information regarding the subject application. The requested information is provided in
summary below and by detail as attachments.
Why this request? The City Zoning Ordinance - Section 29, which was -adopted on
March 4, 1980, required a City Transmission Facility Permit to locate and-construct
an electrical transmissicn line and substation of 100,000 volts or greater capacity.
The Permit is issued by the City Council. The City has 60 days to ect on a request
for a Transmission Facility Permit or the City forfeits the ability to approve,.
approve an alternative, or disapprove the subject application. This Ordinance is
included as Attachment A.
City Engineering Department review. The Engineering Department staff reviewed the
draft and final EIR and indicated that the selected Alternative 3 alignment would
not conflict with the proposed Route 148 Arterial alignment.
Underground cost. The draft EIR indicated that the SMOD selected overhead trans, mission Alternative 3 alignment, would have a total cost of $12,617,000 as identified
on Attachment B. If the City portion of Alternative 3 was placed' underground (Alternative 3UA),there would be an additional cost of $17,022,000 or a total project cost
of $29,639,000.
Radiation effect? Radiation can be divided into two basic types: ionizing and nonionizing. Ionizing radiation such as X-rays can destroy molecules such as human
tissues and result in cancer. Nonionizing radiation can disrupt molecules through
heat like a microwave oven. High voltage transmission lines create electromagnetic
fields which produce nonionizing radiation. Either type of radiation can cause serious
bodily harm depending on many factors such as power level, frequency, and period of
exposure. The draft EIR indicated that studies found that the operation of 765,000
volt lines was reasonably safe. The New York Public Service Commission, from these
studies, adopted an opinion dictating a right-of-way width of.1.0 kv per meter. The
right-of-way width for a 230,000 volt line using this guideline is 82 feet. SMUD
proposes a 100 foot right-of-way for the overhead lines. Undergrounding would
require a substantial amount of additional right-of-way beyond the overhead right-ofway. The draft EIR's assessment in the Electric and Magnetic Field Affects is
included as Attachment C.
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Board of Supervisors' action. The County has similar permit requirements as the
City's Transmission Facility Permit. The County Planning Department and County
Policy Planning Commission recommended approval of Alternative 3 alignment. The
Supervisors determined that Alternative 3's overhead lines would severely impact
agricultural operations such as crop dusting by airplanes. Consequently, the
Supervisors felt the only two acceptable alternatives were to entirely underground
Alternative 3 (cost of $44,914,000) or utilize the existing overhead transmission
line right-of-way north along Waterman Road, and undergrounding the balance of the
line westerly along Mack Road (Alternative 6B which cost is $51,244,000). Included
is the County staff report as Attachment D and the Board of Supervisors' adopted
resoltuions as Attachment E.
The staff report for the Council's April 28 meeting is also included following the
attachments.
RECOMMENDATION
The staff recommends Alternative 3 because the alignment would be adjacent to
existing railroad right-of-way as a criteria required by the City Ordinance and
would be an extension of existing transmission lines north of the Pocket substation
along the railroad right-of-way. In addition, Alternative 3 appears to transect
less urban area than Alternative 6B. The staff and Planning Commission recommend
that the Council adopt the attached resolution that indicates the following:
1.

Determination that the Final EIR is adequate;

2. Certification that the EIR has been prepared in compliance with the State EIR
Guidelines and that the decision-making body has considered the information
contained in the EIR;
3. Determination that the project will not have a significant effect on the
environment;
4. Approval of a Transmission Facility Permit for SMUD's chosen Alternative 3
with appropriate mitigation measures as adopted by SMUD Board for Phase III.
Respectfully submitted,

Marty Van Duyn
Planning Director
FOR TRANSMITTAL TO CITY COUNCIL:

'IA)
Walter J. Slip

City M ager
May 5, 1981
All Districts

MVD:CC:jm
Attachments
M-507
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Adopted by The Sacramento City Council on date of
MAY 5, 1981

RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE PHASE III PROJECT A
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (M-507)

WHEREAS the City has had public hearing onthat certain document
entitled "Phase.III Project A kinal Environmental Impact Report"; and .
WHEREAS, the City Planning Commission on March 26, 1981 and the
noticed and held public
City Council on April 28 and May 5,\i91 have
hearings on Phase III Project A 1ina1 Envnenmental Impact Reportand
considered the oral testimony and - documentary evidence introduced at
said haarings; and
WHEREAS, the City Council is n receipt of recommendations on
the Phase III Project A Final Environmental impact Report by the City
Planning Commission and had conside ed and deliberated the oral testimony and documentary evidence;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by th Council of the City of Sacramento
that the Council hereby cetifies and determines:
1.

That the document has been prepar d in compliance with the
provisions of the California Envi cnmental Quality Act, the
State EIR Guidelines, and the City\Environmental Procedures,
and that the decision making body as reviewed and considered
the information contained in the El' . :

2.

That the Final Environmental Impact eport is adequate;

3.

That the project will not have a sign ficant effect on the environment;

4.

Approve a Transmission Facility Permit for Phase III Project alignment- Alternative 3 with appropria e mitigation measures.
This approval is based on the following Findings of Fact:
a. The transmission line will provide alditional electrical
. energy in response to .anticipated community demand resulting from urban growth consistent with the City's 1974 •
General Plan, 1965 Meadowview and Southgate Community Plans.

• b.

There are no feasible alternatives other than the individual
or combined measures: moratorium on n e w electrical connections;
moratorium onnew construction; massive conservation effectfor
the . entire - service area; and an acceptance of a less reliable
electric system.

-2c.

The transmission line will provide a redundant transmission
link for uninterrupted power supply o.Sacramento in the
event of failure of one transmission line between Rancho Seco
and Hedge Substation.

d.

The EIR determined there would not e any significant effects
on resident's health and radio/TV nterference.

e.

The alignment is adjacent to an ey sting railroad track and.
along a railroad right-of-way.

f.

Poles will be used instead of la tice towers.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

Attachment A

ORDININCE NO. 431-3 1OURTS SERIES
AN ORDINANCE ADDING SECTION 29 TO THE COMPREHENSIVE
ZONING ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO, ORDINANCE
NO. 2550, FOURTH SERIES, RELATING TO HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSMISSION FACILITIES

SECTION 1.
Section 29 is hereby added to the Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance
of the City of Sacramento, Ordinance No. 2550, Fourth Series,
to read as follows:
Section 29. High Voltage Transmission Facilities.
A, PUR.?0SE
• It is the intent of this Section to impleo - with a single.
procedure Section 12E08.5 of the California
Utilities Code
and Sections 53031 and 53096 of the California vernment Code
which authorizes the City to review and to appr-o: or disapprove
the location and construction of facilities for
transmission of
such as
electrical , -liarcry operating at 100,000 volts
substations, ransmission lines and poles, an2.
structures,
by the Sacmato Municipal Utility District (SMUE,: It is the
purpose of_ nc±s sectic= to provide for these.facilites in the
City's communities in the most compatible and least obtrusive
manner, while insuring that electrical energy is made available
to every part of the City. The procedural rules set forth herein
are desicned to insure that sufficient .i.iformation is provided in
a timely manner to allowthe City to Ira.- a reasonable and informed
decision on applications submitted.
.

B.. DEFINITIONS
For purposes of this S-_ction, the following definitions shall
apply:
1.

Direct impact shall mean interference with the use or enjoyment'
of a person's property, real or personal, such as visualimpacts,
noise impacts, and interference with antenna reception.

2.

Feasible shall mean capable of being accomplished in a successful
manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account
economic, environmental, social, and technological factors.

3.

High voltage transmission facilities: shall mean electrical
transmission lines, poles, and accessory structures operated
at . the electrical potential of 100,000 volts or greater, and
substations where at least one of the transmission lines
' connecting with thefacility is oPerated at the electrical
potential of 100,000 .volts or . greater.

4.

SMUD shall nean-the Sacramento Bunicipal Utility District.

-5.

Substation shall mean a facility which transforms electrical
energy to a lesser voltage for th-e Purposes of subreqional
or localized distribution, or which functions as a transition
• point from overhead to underground electrical transmission
-lines, or whica acts as tha point of cDnvargence for two or
more transmission lines.

C.

PROCEDURE

-

1. Location

High voltage transmission ftloilities may be located in any
.zone subject to the provisions of this Ss.cti.on..
2.

Permit Required

A transmission facilities permit is required to construct and locate a high voltage transmission facility in any zone.
Application for .a transmission facility permit shall be
filed with the Planning Commission and shall be subject to
a filing and investigation fee: transmission line fees to
be the same as Special Permit fees. Substation fees to be
the same as Rezoning fees. (See adopted City Planning Department Fee Schedule.)
3. Information to Accompany Permit Application
An application for a transmission facility permit shall be
accompanied by plans and the environmental-document prepared
and certified pursuant to the California Environmental Quality.
Act, Public. Resources Code Section 21000 et seq., sufficient
in detail to allow the Planning Commission and theCity Council
to determine the exact nature and extent of the use. The
application shall include at a minimum the following information:
(a) the expected electrical requirements, as determined by SMUD,
of the areas within the District which will be affected by the
project;
(b) the locations and capacities of the high voltage transmission
facilities proposed, together with a description of basic technical and design concepts that favor the selection of the chosen
locations and a list of feasible alternative sites;
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,
Cc) an assessment of the t' ype and magnitude of the
direct impacts of the proposed project and of each
Eaternative;

(d) mitigation measures:
(i) the measures to be implemented by SMUD to
compensate for or mitigate the direct impacts of the
project;
(ii) where any portion of a proposed project is
adjacent to residentially zoned or residentially used
property, a discussion of feasible routing alternatives;
(e) any other information the planning director deera
necessary to allow the Planning Commission and Cit y Council .
to determine the exact nature and extent of the proposed
project and any impacts of the project.
4. Bearinas
•
(0 Within 30 days after an application for a transmission
facilities permit is filed and accepted as complete, the
Planning Commdssion shall hold a public hearing thereon.
The procedural recraireme:Its for the hearing shall be
qoverned by Section 18 of this ordinance; provided, that
said hearing may be. initiated only by the permit applicant.
(b), Mailed notice of the hearing shall be provided at
least 10 da ys prior to the hearing to the owners of all
Property within 300 feet of the property subject to the
permit; p rovided, that if such mailed notice would result
In notice to more than 250 persons, as an alternative to
such mailed notice, notice may be igiven by placing an
advertisement in a newspaper of general circulation within
the area affected by the Proposed facilities.
•
(c) The Planning Commission shall recommend approval,
approval of an alternative or disapproval of the permit and transmit said recommendation to the City Council.
(d) Upon receipt of a recommendation of the permit from
the Planning Commission, the City Council shall set the
matter for hearing and give notice thereof as provided in
Paragraph C-4-b of this Section. The hearing shall be
conducted within 60 days of the date the application and
environmental document was filed and accepted as complete;
and the City Council shall adopt a resolution approving,
approving an alternative or disapproving the permit.
•
•
-3-

.Review
. . Criteria and

Findings

The Planning.CoMmission end the City Council shall evaluate
applications for transmission facilities permits in accordance
with intent and purpose statement contained in subsection A
of this Section and any applicable "land use plans and
policies adopted by the City Council. Any decision of the
City Council on a transmission facilities permit application
shall be based on findings concerning:
(a) The consistenc y of the propoced facilities with the
City's general plan and applicable redevelopment and specific
plans.

.0.4

Whether there are feasible alternatives to the proposal.

(c) Such other factors related to the public health, safety,
forth
be l ow for assessing transmission facilities permits.

and welfare as are included within the policies set
G. Policies
-

The Cit y of Sacramento hereby adopts the following policies for
reviewing transmission facilities permit applications:
(a) - To discourage within the City lattice towers along new

transmission lines right-of-.:ay or along portions of existing
right-of-way utilized for expansion of the transmission system.
(b)

To incorporate into a project mitigation measures approp-

riate to the site of a particular project and each transmission
line segment of a project whenever feasible, such as undergrounding or rerouting transmission lines to reduce visual impacts
and antenna reception interference, reducing the number of poles
or towers used for a project, using landscaping to
screen or soften the visual impacts of projects, and incorporating
sound attenuation measures into projects.
(c) To locate sUbstations on other than local or collector
streets.
(d)

The folloWing rOUting preferences are hereby adopted:

(i) Preference shall be given to the location of transmission
lines in the rank order specified below:
a. Within existing SMUD transmission rights-of-way or
rights-of-w a y anticipated for other projects proposed pursuant

to this Section.
b.

Adjacent to railroads or adopted freeway routes.

c. Along or adjacent to major arterial streets where
existing or planned uses are commercial or industrial.

d. Adjacent to or through existing or planned commercial, industrial or agricultural uses.
C. Along arterial streets where residential uses
designated in an adopted plan are RD-2 or greater density.
f. Through areas where land uses in an adopted
plan are predominantly commercial, but include residential uses.
g. Through residential areas,including side and
rear yards, irrespective of density.
(ii) Preference shall he given to t.a3 location of
r;ubstations in the following rank order:
a. Areas designated for industrial or comz.ercial
land uses in an adopted plan. .
b.
in an adopted plan.

Undeveloped areas designated for rcsidential use
Areas

signatcd 2.griculal-Urban Reserve in

an adopted plan.
O. sites aesi7natc,d for residential 'use in an
adopte?..,, pLi nd surrounded by existing residential uses.
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Table 1-1 .
IMPACT SUMMARY MATRIX.
Project A & 8 - 230,000 Volt Transmission Line

Alternate

,-.

t

Total
Length

Underground
Length-

kae_sj.

(Miles)

Costs
(x 10001
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and
Animal
1/
Impacts-

Community
2/
Impacts
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Impacts
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.64
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, High

0
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4
4
4

2.

2
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0
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29,718

3
1
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5.6
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3
2
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2
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3
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0
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28.7

5.6

$12,617
29,639
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4
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0
2.5
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$12,448
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44,874

1
1
1
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5.
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27.5
27.5
26.5
26.5

0
2.5
0
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$12,410
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11,729,
28,741

6
6
6
6
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Mod

.62
.62
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'.63

6.

6A

24.4

6.6

68

29.9

6.6

$50,947
51 ) 244

5
3
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3.73
.73
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Impacts-
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28.9
28,9
28.9

.

3/

(Acre sl-

4/

Mod
Low
Low

1
1UA
1U8 -

4.

Overall

Visual

.67
.67
.67

1.

3.
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Impacts

i

Alternate Pole Type G Cost Adder
-Alternate Pole Type H Cost Adder

Mod •
. Low-Mod

• Mod
Mbd

$+0/mile/

Good

•=1.

$4-18.5/mi1e 5 /

Better

all■ Ow WM

••••

----I/ 1 Denotes least impact. Values takenfirom Bead, I-578T5.
-27 Impact on existing or planned future residential development according to SMUD Board Resolution #9318
(Appendix E)
3/ See Section 6.3.1.1

7/ Low and Moderate visual impact not considered significant impact.
S/ Added to above.
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Attachment C

6.3.6.5 Electric and Magnetic Field Affects
Due to the high voltage of the 230,000 volt transmission lines on the
conductors, there is an electrical phenomenon produced by the lines. These
phenomena are:
(1) Electric fields produced by the 230,000 volts on the lines, and
(2) Magnetic fields produced by the current in the lines.
These effects occur primarily wider and immediately adjacent to the lines and
.disminish rapidly as the distance from the line increases.
Up until a few years ago, the only concern for these
grounding of metallic objects, such as long Parallel
buildings, and metallic rain gutters. The grounding
to mitigate the electrostatic and the electomagnetic
understood and methods have been developed and used
non-detectable level.

effects was the adequate
fences, metallic
of these metallic objects
affects is well
to reduce any ef•cts to a

However, in recent years and with the use of extra high voltage 765,•', 1 0 volt
lines on the east coast, additional effects to the environment and
physiological effects to humans and animals h,ve come under considereYle
attention and study. Although scientific studies are continuing on
on-going basis, the preponderence of evidence has indicated that "..,it is
highly improbable that electric fields from transmission lines have eay
HI
significant biological effects on healthy individuals who encounter
(EPR1, 1979 page
fields in a normal way under ordinary conditions.
To our knowledge, the New York Public Service Commissinn has performed 'ohe
most combrehensive study (NYPSC, 1978) and review of tee potential health
effects from extra high voltage lines.
Although their determinations jud g ed operation of the 765,000 lines was
reasonably safe, they have concluded that with continued research into the
biological effects of the lines it may be possible that at a future date,
biological harmful effects may be found. To preclude unacceptable harmful
effects from this possible future research findings, the New York Public
Service Commission has adopted an opinion dictating a right-of-way width of
350 feet (NYPSC, 1978 page 72) for the 265,000 volt transmission lines. In
this right-of-way, all existing* residential homes shall be excluded. This
. right-of-way requirement was "...established out of an abundance . of caution
(NYPSC, 1978 page
and not because any health hazard has been established.'
43). With this 350 foot limit for the 765,000 volt lines, the electric field
at the edge of the right away is approximately 1.0 kv per meter. It should be
noted that the 1 kv/meter value is very conservative with higher values used
by other agencies-5 kv/meter by Bonneville Power Administration and 9kV/meter
av•here on right-of-way by the State of Oregon.
The electric fields produced by the 230,000 volt lines as described in this
FIR are considerably lower due to lower voltages used. At 230,000 volts, the
right-of-way width required for the same limit of 1.0 kv per meter is up to 41
feet either side of the center line of the transmission line. For this
project, a 50 foot clearance to the edge of the right-of-way will be used.
The determining factor in this case is not the field strength but the side
swing of the conductor during extreMely strong wind conditions. The alternate
routes were chosen and the transmission lines located on them such that the
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minimum number of residential homes will be located within the 50 feet of the center line of the transmission line. Only Routes 4, 5 and 6A may contain •
homes (one to three) within this 41 foot and 50 foot distance from the
transmission line. Although there are no proven significant impacts from
these lower fields, the limiting of electrical fields exposure to a permanent
residence is a precautionary measure for the possible future discover of any
biological effects.
The discussion above centered on a continuous exposure of electric field from
the lines. It is considered even more improbable that intermittent exposure
to electric field would have any detrimental effect. No limitation on the use
of the right-of-way on an intermittent basis (e.g., farming, recreation) is
recommended.
However, pacemaker operation can be non-hazardously modified by pickup from
fiblds from almost all classes of transmission lines in certain rare instances
where a very sensitive pacemaker model is ' lanted with an uncommon lead
lon,hazardous modification
configuration." (EPRI, 1979 page S-6) T.
operation of the few very sensitive paceno . • s results in the pacemaker
switching from its inhibited mode to its
chronus mode of o p eration.
This
means that the regularly spaced pulses, wh-n:o are not synchronized to the
cardiac cycle, are produced, even though tne patient's heart may be
functioning normally. Some cardiologists feel that this situation should be
avoided, though cardiologists do not agree on the existance or e>ftent of risku
(P1, 1979a pages S-1, S-2). Periods of operation in this mode are •
considered to be acceptable, and in fact a're commonly induced by cardiologists'
to check performance of the pacemakers in their patients. The reversion of a .
few sensitive pacemakers also occurs to some units under the normal everyday
environment - radar pulses, TV transmitters, automobile i:nition systems,
anti-theft systems, and direct contact with certain elecin nic household
appliances and electric shavers.
In the same New York Public Services Commission study as mentioned a, nn. it.
was concluded by the administrative law judges (NYPSC, 1978 page 68) io:- the
risk to the few affected pacemaker patients was insignificant. In addion,
it is our conclusion that any risk from .the transmission 1 : ne to a cardiac
pacemaker patient is truly insignificant. The very few units that could
possibly- be affected would not be affected to any appreciable degree more than
the normal everyday environment the wearer is subjected to.
In summary, no significant effect for the magnetic or electrical fields at the
low levels of this project (.43 kv per meter at edge of 100 foot right-of-way)
has yet been found.
Mitigation Vpeasures
Since any possible discovery of future effects is still unknown, this
project will be designed to use the same conservativo approach as the
.idth and
New York Public Service Commission. The right-of .-w:
• construction of the line will be such that no penDar . , homes will be
closer than an electric field value of 1.0 kv per me:.er. This may
Involve the purchasing of up to three existing residences along Route
4, 5 and 6A if design techniques can't be used to limit the fields to
less than 1 kV/meter at the residence dwelling.

Attachment D

STAFF REPORT OF THE PLANNING DEPARTMENT
TO THE
SACRAMENTO COUNTY POLICY PLANNING COMMISSION
MARCH 24, 1.981
TUESDAY .
AND THE
SACRAMENTO COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
MARCH 26, 1981
THURSDAY

SUBJECT: SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT (SMUT))
PHASE III TRANSMISSION LINE AND SUBSTATION PROJECT,
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (EIR)

INTRODUCTION

The subject document is before your Board in compliance with .Sections 301-10 through
301-12 of the Zoning Code adopted pursuant to certain sections of the Public
Utilities Code and Governmeet Code sections.
• -i ,LNTO
301-10. PERMIT DETERMINATION FOR TRANSMISSION FACILITIES OF
MUNICIPAL UTMITY 'DISTRICT (SEUD). Within sixty (60) days of rec. int

of a prozeeal from SMUD to located and construct electrical transeession
lines oe e: . nstations or.both of 100,000 volts or greater capacity, the
.eervisors shall conduct a public hearing to consider the Board
compliance of such proposal with the provisions of this Code, and shall
adopt a resolution approving an alternative, or disapproving the prcposed
Zacilities. Any such resolution shall contain, findings concerning: •
(I) The consistency of the proposed facilities with the County's
adopted General Plan and community plan;
(2) Feasible alternatives to the proposal;
(3) The necessity for, as compared to the impact of, the proposed'
facilities on the health, convenience, safety and welfare of
County residents."
Additionally, the Zoning Code (301-11 a & b) describes location and siting standards
for facilities with the objective to avoid established residential areas. The
location criteria includes the .following:
Location criteria for Electrical transmission lines of 100,000 volts or greater:
(1) Within existing SHUD transmission right-of-way or those anticipated
for other projects proposed subject to this Code. ,
(2) Adjacent to railroads or adopted freeway routes.
(3) Along or adjacent to major arterial streets where existing or planned
uses are commercial or industrial.
(4) Adjacent to or through existing or planned commercial, industrial
or agricultural uses.
(5)

Along arterial streets where residential uses are designated on an
adopted plan are R0-20 or greater density.

SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT'
Page 2
(6) Through areas where land uses in an adopted nlen are oredominatee .
octmerciai, but include residential uses.
(7) 'Through residential 'areas, inelrelieg side and year yard, irrespective of density.
Location criteria for Su'estations of 100,000 etate or greater of incoming
czepacity:
(1) Areas desienated for indueteial . or ec=roiel land uses in an
adopted plan.
(2) Undevelored area designated for reeidentiel use in an ;Adapted plan.
(3) Lreas designated kgricultteal-Urban Razeeve in an zeiepted nlen.
(4) rite:se designated for reeidential nee in an eeetted plan and surrouned by exieeing residential uses.
'A:he t.rd coda section (301-12) deecrins aperceeiete laiticatienr'eesexes and
devcioeezent standezds for these facilities.

En7-'17
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khaee III, Peciecte A and B -

220,C00 "Jolt teeeeeseiOn

Adouble circuit 230,000 volt trarnission line eould be crnstructed ".7y 1982
and
beti;een SMUD's tower 832 (west of Rancho Seco s:litchyard faciliz
eist of
SMUD's Pocket Substation (south of Florin Roed). Project B would
line
stringing up to thirteen miles of new conductor onto an existing te
between tower 882 and tower 942. In addition, up to sixteen riles el' new
transmission line, including new right-of-;.'ay, would be ?eurchased and
constructed from tower 942 to Pocket Substation (Project L).
Phase III, Project C

230,000 volt sebstaticn

Project C involves the construction by 1963 of a neH 23),000 volt substation
south of Elk Grove. This project would include associated new 69,000 volt
lines exiting the substation to connect onto the existing electrical distri- bution system in the area. No new 230,000 volt lines to the substation from
the lines immediately adjacent to the substation's perineter.
.

•

•

For a comprehensive review of the project and its alternatives, see the Final EIR
for the project, dated December 1980 and approved on January 8, 1981 by the SYUD
. Board Of Directors:
PLTtNN1TC STAFF DISCUSSION AND P.ECCI NENDATION:

BeCause your Board is not the lead agency on the subject project and because the
process required under Zoning Code Section 301-10 through 301712 and other regulatory codes, this matter is not subject to the course of action applicable to
most planning items.

SACRAMErTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT
Page 3
The Planning staff and Policy Commission made a recommendation to the SMUD staff

almost a year ago as to the appropriate alternative- for the two proposed projects..
That recommendation was based on the criteria established in the Zoning Code.
Staff reaffirms our previous position. The Planning staff agrees with the SMUD
staff in terms of project priorities.
The staff from S!. !UD is . . able at this meeting to describe the projef:t to your .
Board., summarize the. El. ld to res p ond to questions.
Having reviewed said project, the Board of Supervisors should mca'to:
nowledge hrving considc:rcd teenvircnmcntal aZfzets of. the poject
sho:n in the 2inal EIR.
T . le. Planning staff has reviewed the DraEt and Final FIR and is of the cTinion that
your Board has sufficient information to ma.:za the required findings and the forrocc=cr.dation:
p;:zi2arod hy SMO is

ro:rd s:Ion1 ,1
p:iect.

noard of Supervisors of Sac-to County issue a 2errrat by resolution (attached) to SUati) to construct the subject project with the
following findings, utilizing the mitigation ucasuves outlincA in the
EIR.

L. T:Int

3. Ill:1. i- th ., Dor r.:1 of

up2vLsor

th

licwing findings:

Tho p ,.:0-,4 7t, specifically Projects A S B (alt. 3) and Proct C (nit- 1)

69,000 volt line (alt. C), and all alterm ,.tives are Consistent

:!ith the General Plan, the South Sacramento Community Area .91an,. the
guna Co7,:lunity Plan ad the Elk Grove Co7.munity Plan,Vt,,asiLDie alternatives 1.7e-;:e conciE.a?:ed 4.-21ror:gh thj use of -;.r, Ylic coct
•
ci coLmunitv weetings.
2. 'The r2cesSity for the project was clearly estblished-r,nd . t.!-1 prop..;ed
facilities are in the interest of the health convehience, .set:eLy: and
welfare of Sacramento ' County residents.
EC:as
3/10/81

.
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COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
ater-De,partment Correpandenco

•
D. .1& 17 7 5,i_as1

CORRECTED

MEMO

fTry 1,-,
.

--!

2 n ki 1.361

Environxental impact Section

•
rr`,1011!':;,7.g.tal
sE

Beverly Williams, Assistant Clerk
Board of Supervisors
Item 1 7 , March 26, 1931, Agenda
S::UD's proposal for construction of the Phase III
Substation Projects as approved by the SMUD Board
Environmimta/ Impact Report Phase III, Projects A .
230,000 volt transmission line and a 230,000 volt

The Board of Supaivisors, at a 1-4;ular

Transmission Line and.
of Directors. A Final
through C, fora
substation .

held I:arch 23, 191.71, closed

th..z? Learin .71 disaT:2roved rroznsed project and proposed adoption of alternate
GI uith r:nderaroundizg along the north end; approved Phase B & C; and
e!doitod Ressdution

81-322

31-323.

The co::p.Z.-?to file and copies (7.2 ti;e resolutions are ; - t1:,:zched.

iit. chi :eats
CC:

County Counsel
Mr..Bringle
Planning Commission
Planning Department
SI.X11,.ATTN:

•

RESOLUTION NO.

01-322

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
ISSUING A PERMIT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSMISSION FACILITIES COMPLYING WITH ZONING •
CODE SECTIONS 301-10 THROUGH 301-12 (PROJECT
IS KNOWN AS SMUD PHASE III, PROJECT A,
230,000 VOLT TRANSMISSION LINES)
WHEREAS, California Government Code Section 53091 provides that
local governments zoning regulations are applicable to public
utility projects for transmission facilities of 100,000 volts or
larger capacities; and
WHEREAS, Public Utlities Code Section 12808.5 requires that
for projects of 100,000 volt capacity or larger,

transmission facili-

ties utility providers and local governments shall hold noticed
public hearings relative to the project and that Specific findings
be . made for approval of such projects after due consideration of
impacts, project consistency with local government plans, an
.

evaluation of the necessity of the project and the consideration of
feasible alternatives to the proposed project;

and

WHEREAS, Sacramento County Zoning Code Sections 301-10, 301-11, .

and 301-12 were Adopted to implement the above statutes; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors, after public hearings, may
by resolution approve, approve an alternative, or disapprove the
subject proposed facilities; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors has conducted a public hearing
relative to the subject project; and
WHEREAS, the Final Environmental Impact . Report adopted by the

Sacramento Munici pal Utility District Board of Directors discusses
the recommendations of this Board of SuperviSors;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Supervisors of
the County of Sacramento, State of California after receiving recommendations from local residents, communit y group s and Planning staff
makes the following findings relative to Sacramento Municipal
Utility District's preferred Alternative

a as

described in the

Final Environmental Impact Report;
1. The project is inconsistent with Sacramento County's
General Plan and the Elk Grove Community Plan in
that said plans include policies regarding the preservation of the viability of,agricultural Pursuits
for lands in agricultural use along the proposed rights•

of-way, and due' to the effect that overhead transmission

•

lines would severel y impact necessary agricultural
operations such as crop dusting by air; and

2. The Board of Supervisors pursuant to Sections 301-10'
through 301-12, above, finds that the necessity for
the proposed facilities as described in Alternative 3
cannot justify the impact of said facilities on the health,
convenience, safety and welfare of the County residents.
Specifically, only two alternatives have an acceptable
impact on health and safety; namely, complete undergrounding of the entire line or utilization of existing
overhead right-of-way north along Waterman Road and the
undergrounding the balance of-the line westerly along

Mack Road. (Identifi.ed as Alternative 6-B in the SMUD
Final EIR).
3.

A number of feasible alternatives to the proposal were
considered, and in light of the identified impacts and
-above consid,2:ratiins, the Board of Superviso, ecommends,
Alternative 6-B as described in the Final EnviL:nmental
Impact Report.

NOW, THERE2ORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that tha County. of
Se.cramento, by this Resolution, does not approve the request
for Transmission Facilities as d2scribed in Alternative 3 in the
Environmental impact Report ..;for the SP-•CII:IENTO MUYICTPAL'UTILITY
DILTRICT
,

Cn a motion by Supervisor Bryan

, the. foregoing Resolution wa51 passed

JohnFon

Sull3rvisor

cnIud by

and adopted by the Board of Supervisors of the County of SacraweAto,
day of

:3tnte (pi.= California, at a re; -;':11,ar meeting thereof
, 1931,

the Joilowing vote, to wit:
Bran, Jn,Sy0,:Dicy

LOS:

Suparvisay:s,

,

Collin

None •

L7,SEMT:. Supervisors,

None

ABSTAIN: Supervisors,

Sheed7

_
,/
(irpeon or the Eoaro. of Suoervisors
of Sacramento County, California r,.."7.: 73

5,-1,7;..-ae Crrt :7- 7

(SEAL)
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RESOLUTION NO. 81- 323
RESOLUTION . OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
ISSUING A PERMIT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
TRANSMISSION FACILITIES COMPLYING WITH
ZONING CODE SECTIONS 301-10 THROUGH
301-12 (PROJECT IS KNOWN AS SMUD PHASE
III, PROJECTS B AND C, 230,000 VOLT
TRANSMISSION LINES AND 230,000 VOLT
SUBSTATION)
• WHEREAS, California Government Code Section 53091 provides
that local governments zoning regulations are applicable to
public utility projects for transmission and substation
ties of 100,000 volts or larger capacity; and
• WHEREAS, Public Utilities Code Section 12808.5 requires that
for projects of 100,000 volt capacity or larger, transmission or
substation facilities utility providers and local . government shall
bold noticed public hearings relative to the project and that
specific findings be made for approval of such projects under due •
consideration of impacts, project consistency with local govern' ment plan, an evaluation of the necessity of the project and the
consideration of feasuble alternatives to the proposed project; and
WHEREAS, Sacramento County Zoning Code Sections 301-10,
301-11 and 301-12 have been specifically developed and adopted to
implement the above listed Government* Codes, and as such, the Board
of Supervisors may adopt a resolution approving, approving an
alternative, or disapproving the subject proposed facilities; and .
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors, has conducted a public
hearing relative to the subject project and its Final Environ-.
mental Impact Report;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Supervisors

of the County of Sacramento, State of California, after receiving
recommendations from local residents, community groups, and
Planning staff make the following findings relative to the subject
project:
1.

The project is found to be consistent with Sacramento
County's General Plan, Elk Grove Community Plan, Laguna
Community Plan and the South Sacramento Community Plan
in that it avoids, to the degree possible, residential
areas; and

2.

A number of feasible alternatives to the proposal were considered, however, the subject project, in view of all
aspects of the project and the local needs, was considered
the most appropriate; and

3.

The necessity for the subject project has been established by SMUD and it is deemed to be of overall benefit
to Sacramento County residents and is in their best
interest relative to health, convenience, safety, and
welfare; and

4.

The project has fully considered Sacramento County's
Zoning Code Section .301-11 SITING TRANSMISSION FACILITIES

in selecting the transmission routes and substation sites.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the County of

Sacramento, by this Resolution, does issue a permit for Transmission Facilities to SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT (SMUD)

for the subject project. The County does recognize that an

environmental document has been issued in accordance with CEQA
and that the SMUD Board of Directors on January 8, 1981, did
approve said Final. E.I.R.

Bryan

On a motion by Supervisor
Supervisor

Johnson

,

seconded by

, the foregoing resolution was passed

and adopted by the Board of Directors of the County of Sacramento,
State of California, at a regular meeting thereof this 26th day.
of

March

, 1981, by the following vote, to wit:

AYES.

Supervisors, Bryan, Johnson, Smoley, Collin

NOES:

Supervisors, None

ABSENT:

Supervisors, None

ABSTAIN: Supervisors: Sheedy

Chairpzson of the Board of Supervisors
of Sacramento County, California

In orcerd,nct wnn Section 6103 of The Coeeenenent
DA. of In, Sta e el CelAen is, • taw el MI:
01 UM
doc•nient has been eltl.reIe0 In Me CI o
0 0 Super.leis. Cott Ir •• n c••••• n••04. On
U

n

,

(SEAL)

.6, 1
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ATTEST:

AssitClerlybI the
...Board oif Supervisors
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SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT-1.1-3 '6 (-.4-6- 21i'Vfirefi'filOg15830, Sacramento, California 95813; (916) 452-3211

RECEIVED

April 29, 1981

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

AliK ;3
CITY COUNCIL
SACRAMENTO CITY HALL
915 I STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA
95814

0 1981

AM

PM

SUBJECT: SMUD TRANSMISSION LINE EXPANSION PHASE III, PROJECT A
Dear Council members:
Pursuant to Section 12808.5 of the Public Utilities Code, a proposal for
the above mentioned facility was submitted by SMUD for your approval on .%
February 10, 1981. Section 12808.5 (c) provides, in pertinent part, that
your Council "...within 60 days, adopt a resolution approving, approving
an alternative, or disapproving, the proposed facilities". By our calculations, this 60-day time period ended on April 10, 1981. However, by
letter dated April 10, 1981, we extended the time allowed to your Council
so you could consider the project and reach a decision as scheduled on
April 23, 1981.
In accordance with your request made at the April 28, 1981, City Council
Meeting, SMUD again will extend your allowable time period so that you
may consider this project and make a decision at your Tuesday, May 5, 1981,
City Council Meeting.
Sincerely,

John Ravera, Manager
Engineering Department
cc: Marty VanDuyn, Director
City Planning Department
725 J Street
Sacramento, CA
95814

Deputy City Attorney
Sacramento City Hall
915 I Street
Sacramento, CA
95814

AN ELECTRIC SYSTEM SERVING MORE THAN 600,000 IN THE HEART OF CALIFORNIA

RESOLUTION NC).

81 -322

ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL ON DATE OF

MAY 5 1981
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL DENYING A
PERMIT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSMISSION
FACILITIES IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 29
OF THE ZONING ORDINANCE (PROJECT IS KNOWN
AS SMUD PHASE III, PROJECT A, 230,000 VOLT
TRANSMISSION LINES)
WHEREAS, California Government Code Section 53091 provides that
•

local governments zoning regulations are applicable to public
utility projects for transmission facilities of 100,000 volts or
larger capacities; and
WHEREAS, Public Utilities Code Section 12808.5 requires that
for projects of 100,000 volt capacity or larger, transmission facilities
utility providers and local governments shall hold noticed public
hearings relative to the project and that specific findings be made
for approval of such projects after due consideration of impacts,
project consistency with local government plans, an evaluation of
the necessity of the project and the consideration of feasible
alternatives to the proposed project; and
WHEREAS, City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance Section 29 was
adopted to implement the above statutes; and
WHEREAS, the City Council, after public hearings, may .
by resolution approve, approve an alternative, or disapprove the
subject proposed facilities; and
WHEREAS, the City Council has conducted a public hearing
relative to the subject project; and
WHEREAS, the Final Environmental Impact Report adopted by the

Sacramento Municipal Utility District Board of Directors discusses
the recommendations of this Council;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the City of
Sacramento that the Council hereby certifies and determines:
1.

That the document has been prepared in
compliance with the provisions of the California Environmental
Quality Act, the State EIR Guidelines, and the City
Environmental Procedures and that the decision making body
has reviewed and considered the information contained in
the EIR:

2.

That the Final Environmental Impact Report is adequate;

3.

That the project will not have a significant effect on
the environment;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Council, after receiving
recommendations from local residents, SMUD representative and
Planning staff, makes the following findings relative to Sacramento
Municipal Utility District's preferred Alternative 3 as described
in the Final Environmental Impact Report;
1.

The project is inconsistent with Sacramento City's
General Plan and the Zoning Ordinance in that said
documents authorize the requirement of undergrounding
transmission lines to reduce visual impacts, antenna
reception interference and to reduce the number of poles and
towers used in the project, and the Council finds that such
undergrounding is necessary in this urbanized area; and

2.

Council finds that undergrounding is necessary to eliminate
the potential health and safety hazard which may be
caused by radiation from the electro-magnetic field of

Vev

current passing through the transmission lines. The
SMUD representative testified that there would be
virtually no radiation from underground lines, but there
would be electro-magnetic radiation from overhead
lines. Another citizen testified as to studies
indicating the potential danger of radiation from
high voltage transmission lines.
3.

The undergrounding of the transmission lines is a feasible
alternative in that the extra cost of undergrounding
is not excessive when considered in light of the
cost per customer.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City of Sacramento,
denies the request for the Transmission Facilities Permit as described
in Alternative 3 in the Environmental Impact Report for the
SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT (SMUD). The Council determines
that any such transmission lines within the City be placed underground.
The Council expresses no preference with regard to Routing Alignments
3 or 68.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK
915 I STREET

LORRAINE MAGANA
CITY CLERK

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814

CITY HALL ROOM 203

TELEPHONE (916) 449.5428

May 6, 1981

Mr. John Ravera
Manager, Engineering Department
Sacramento Municipal Utility District
6201 S Street
Sacramento, CA
95813
Dear Mr. Ravera:
On date of May 5, 1981, the City Council considered the matter
for Transmission Facility Permit Request by SMUD for City portion
only of construction of "Phase III Transmission Line and substation projects".
Enclosed please find amended copy of certified resolution as adopted
on the above date.
Sincerely,

orraine Magana
City Clerk 116
,44114*-LM:sj
Encl.
cc: Planning
City Attorney
26
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SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT 0 6201 S Street, Bcx 15830, Sacramento, California 95813; (916) 452-3211

February 4, 1981

City Council
Sacramento City Hall
915 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject: SMUD Transmission Line Expansion
Phase III Project A
Dear Coundilmembers:
Pursuant to Section 1208.5 of the Public Utilities Code, we are hereby
submitting for your approval the District's proposal for the construction
of a 230,000 volt transmission line running from the Rancho Seco Power Plant
to Pocket Substation.. The Environmental Impact Report on Phase III of this
District's transmission line expansion program was approved by Resolution
No. 81•1-5, adopted by our Board of Directors on January 8, 1981. The
Environmental Impact Report covers three projects, but only one of these,
Project A, is, in part, located within the boundAries of the City of
Sacramento. The route selected by our Board for Project A is designated
in the EIR as Alternative Three; it is described in Section 3.4 (pages 3-4
through 3-5) of the EIR.
Our submittal consists of the following items:
(1)City of Sacramento Application information Form and
Environmental Questionnaire.
(2)Final EnvironmentR1 Impact Report Phase III, Projects
through C: 230,000 Volt Transmission Lines and
230,000 Volt Substation
(3)Notice of Determination
(4)Summary of Adopted Mitigation Measures

A

A copy of this letter, together with 23 copies of the EIR, is being sent
directly to the City Planning Department.
We have attempted to comply with the Planning Department's request that we
complete that Department's standard information, form and environmental
questionnaire. However, we do not believe that these forms are well-suited
to submittals made pursuant to Section 12808.5 of the Public Utilities Code.
We will be happy to work with the Planning Department's staff to develop

- 111111-
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a more appropriate application form for future submittals.
The City Planning Department has requested that we submit with
this application a "filing and investigation fee" of $655.00.
We are complying with this rest, since it is important to the
residents of the Sacramento area that this stbmittAl be processed
and the proposed transmission line constructed as soon as practical.
However, we do not believe that Section 12808.5 grants to the City
authority to impose a fee of this sort, and Section 6103 of the
Government Code provides, in pertinent part, that no "district ...
Shall pay or deposit any fee for the filing of any document or paper,
(or) for the performance of any official service ...". We are,
therefore, submitting our payment under protest. We respectfully
request that you ask the City Attorney's office to consider whether
the imposition of a filing fee is legally appropriate, and we do not,
by our payment, waive our right to seek a refund through appropriate
proceedings.
Larger maps can be made available if you wish them. Also, if you
desire SMUD representatives to be present at public meetings to answer
questions, plesqe inform Susan Boyler-Fakhrai or Jim Bringle (phone 4523211, ext. 343).
Sincerely,

6ohn Ravera, Manager
Engineering Department
cc: With attachments:
City of Sacramento
Planning Department
915 I Street, Rm. 308
Sacramento, CA 95814

MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE SMUD BOARD
OF DIRECTORS ON THE PHASE III
TRANSMISSION LINE PROJECT (PROJECTS A&B)

NO.

MITIGATION MEASURE

REFERENCE
PAGE
IN EIR

1.

Access to the transmission line right-of-way will be along existing roads
where possible. Where existing roads are not available, routes will be
chosen so as to cause the least damage and inconvenience to the property
owner. Access routes will be maintained by the District during the
construction period and returned to original or better condition upon the
project's completion. No major interference with agricultural work is
expected during the construction phase.

6- 1

2.

After the construction activity is completed, the excess dirt will be removed
and/or used to restore the grade and area to its original or better condition.

6-2

Construction of the transmission line will take place during daylight hours only.
Watering will be used where excess dust may occur and existing roads used where
possible. Shoring, traffic control, and barricades will be used where appropriate
to ensure public safety.

6-3

,3.

If the owners or occupants of the affected area have a complaint on the projects
during the construction period about excess dust, noise, traffic, access, destruction
of property, etc., they should contact the following person at SMUD who will be
available to mitigate the problem:
Project A and B - 230,000 volt transmission line
Mike Bregar - 916-452-3211

NO.

MITIGATION MEASURE

4.

,

All project alternatives were selected so that the effects on the existing and planned
land use of the area would be minimized. This mitigation of the route and substation
impact was accomplished by selecting various alternatives so that the projects would
not be constructed overhead on new corridors through existing populated residential
areas. Existing corridors, either transmission lines, freeways, or railroads were
followed where possible. The criteria followed for the substation location and
230,000 volt transmission line routes are as specified in the following:

REFERENCE
PAGE
IN EIR
6-7

SMUD Board of Directors resolution No. 9318. (See EIR Appendix E)
Sacramento City Ordinance, Section 29 of the "Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance".
Sacramento County Ordinance, No. SZC 78-107

5.

The transmission line routes described in the EIR were selected to follow both the
letter and the intent of these criteria as noted above. Routes initially not
meeting these requirements were not selected for any of the proposed alternatives.

6-7

6.

Mitigation measures to prevent excess loss of agricultural areas will be accomplished
by locating (where feasible) the transmission line route in or very close to fences
or property lines rather than midfield or at headland. Also, poles are being
proposed instead of four-legged towers for most of the route. This would save
approximately 1,477 square feet per structure of agricultural land.

6-7

NO.

MITIGATION MEASURE

REFERENCE
PAGE
IN EIR

7.

To avoid damage to the vernal pools located along Project B between Colony Road and
the Water and Power Resources Service aqueduct, a consulting biologist will be used
to identify, locate, and mark in the field the possible vernal pools that would be
impacted by the construction of the transmission line. The construction forces will
be informed of the action and will be required to confine all construction work other
than that which is necessary, to outside the marked areas.

6-9

8.

In the riparian woodland area between the Cosumnes River and existing SMUD Tower 942,
new transmission structures will be located so that no mature trees or large areas
of woody vegetation will be removed. Existing road tracks will be used for access,
with travel taking place on grassy areas only when necessary.

6-10

9.

Any disruption from overhead construction along the Western Pacific Railroad to
drainage ditch flow patterns or marshy areas will be repaired. Spoils from the dirt
removed from the pole footing will be properly disposed of so that the original
drainage patterns will not be obstructed. Construction access will avoid marshy or
wet areas where possible.

6-11

10.

In the Laguna Creek riparian grassland area existing roads or trails will be used
where possible. The blocking of drainage canals will not be allowed and no marsh
areas will be destroyed. The spoils from the pole footings will be disposed in such
a way as to avoid polluting any marsh areas or canals.

6-11

NO.

MITIGATION MEASURE

REFERENCE
PAGE
IN EIR

11.

In order to protect any potential habitat of the Giant Garter Snake
(Thamnophis couchi gigas - classified by the California Fish and Game as rare)
marshy areas will be avoided where possible for the location of the poles.
Construction access roads, avoiding the marshy areas will be utilized where feasible.
No marsh areas will be destroyed.

12.

Once the final tower placement has been selected through the riparian woodland
habitat adjacent to Tower 942, the area will be field checked to ensure that no
California black walnut trees (Juglans hindsii - classified by the California
Native Plant Society as endangered) will be affected.

13.

In the Cosumnes River area near Tower 942, the placement of new towers will be
located so that the footing and the construction will not jeopardize the levee or
significantly affect the flow of the flood waters, contained within the levee system.

6-14

14.

Any tower or pole will be located at least 10 feet from the outside toe of any
levee.

6-14

15.

The gravesite east of Tower 898 will be avoided. Because Project B involves only
stringing a vacant side of the existing tower, the project can readily avoid the
gravesite by pulling the cables overhead through the area.

6-15

6-12

NO.
"

MITIGATION MEASURE

REFERENCE
PAGE
IN EIR

16.

An archeological field survey shall be performed for that portion of the transmission
line route that has not previously been field surveyed. Poles and towers will be
located as to avoid impacting any significant sites found in the field survey.

6-15

17.

Should artifacts or unusual amounts of stone, bone, or shell be uncovered during
construction, an archeologist will be consulted for an on-the-spot evaluation.

6-15

18.

Radio and TV interference from the transmission line will be minimized by proper
design of the line, adequate level of clearances, and care and installation of the
conductors and all hardware. If the conductor is damaged during installation, or if
faulty hardware becomes a source of radio or TV noise, that portion of the line will
be repaired or replaced to eliminate any problem.

6-16

11.

Since possible discovery of future health effects is still unknown, this transmission
line project will be designed to use the same conservative approach as the New York
Public Service Commission. The right-of-way width and construction of the line will
be such that no permanent homes will be closer than an electric field value of
1.0 kv per meter at one meter.

6-19 &
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19.

The necessary metallic objects will be properly grounded by SMUD to avoid any
nuisance shock hazards.

6-20

REFERENCE
PAGE

MITIGATION MEASURE

NO.
21.

The following measures have been or will be taken to reduce adverse visual effects:
(1)

Selection of line routes, method of construction, and substation site with
less visual impact, also taking into consideration the other variables of the
project.

(2)

Poles will be used for most of the route instead of transmission line towers
for Project A.

(3)

Longer spans will be used on the transmission line thereby requiring fewer
poles.

IN EIR
6-22

(4) To mitigate the 69,000 volt line route through Elk Grove, alternate route "C"
was chosen.

22.

The poles will be installed where feasible so that the minimum amount of poles will
be located within the 10 degree area of interference of PT&T's micro wave path.

6-23

23.

The right-of-way potential for aerial seeding, fertilizing and crop dusting underneath
the lines will be investigated with the land owners. The minimum clearance of the
lines to the ground will be raised from 30 feet to 50 feet in those areas required
to allow for continued use of aerial methods.

6-24

Area marker balls will be installed on lines in close proximity to landing fields that
would be adversely impacted by the lines.

NO.

MITIGATION MEASURE

REFERENCE
PAGE
IN EIR

24.

Prior to the final siting of the towers/poles SMUD staff will consult with the Area
Manager of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on the specific locations of sensitive
species referenced in the FEIR (SMUD's Responses to comments made by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service - p.4) and appropriate mitigation measures will be implemented
if necessary.

Page 4 of
SMUD's
Response in
FEIR

25.

All purchases of circuit breaker oil shall specify that the supplier test the oil and
certify that it complies with the latest EPA Regulations and contains less than 50
parts per million of PCB.

Page 21 of
SMUD's
Response in
FEIR

PCB's will not be used for any of the equipment to be installed under this project.
All oils are essentially PCB free with only background trace concentrations. All oil
will meet EPA requirements for the oil at the time of purchase.

26.

The placement of poles will be at the following points in the vicinity of Mr. Katz's
property.
a.

Location of a pole west of the western fence line of Mr. Katz's property, either
off the east or west side of Bruceville Road (with the most probable location
west of Bruceville Road).

b.

Location of a pole west of the dirt access road running roughly north-south
through Mr. Katz's property. Pole location would be midway between the western
edge of the dirt access road and the irrigation line which runs north-south.
(Care would be taken during installation to avoid any disturbance of the
irrigation line.)

c.

Location of a pole at the eastern fence line of Mr. Katz's property.

Page 24 of
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NOTICE OF DETERMINATION

TO:

El

Secretary for Resources
1416 9th Street, Room 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814
and/or
County Clerk
County of Sacramento
720 gth Street, -Rocom Jul
Sacramento, CA 95814

FROM: Sacramento Municipal Utility Distric
6201 "S" Street
Sacramento, CA 95813

ENDORSED
JAN 2 6 1981

SUBJECT: Filing of Notice of Determination in compliMgakcdpEir08
, epu y
.
or 21152 of the Public Resources Code
Project Title Phase III Projects A through C, 230,000 Volt Substation
and 230,000 Volt Transmission Line
State Clearinghouse Number (If submitted to State Clearinghouse)
#79121004
. Telephone No.:(916) 452-3211, x343
Contact Person
Susan Boyle-Fakhrai, Environmental Coordinator
Project Location
, Sacramento County
Project Description
Projects A and B: 230,000 Volt Transmission Line (Alternate 3 Chosen)
Project C: 230,000 Volt Substation (Alternate 1 chosen) and 69000A721 C chosen)
This is to advise that the Sacramento Municipal Utility District by
Resolution No's. 81-1-2, 81-1-3, 81-1-4, 81-1-5, dated January 8, 1981,
has approved the above described project and has made the following determinations
regarding the above described project:
1. The project IS will
have a significant effect on the environment.
Elwin not
• , \I,
1E2 An Environmental Impact Report was prepared for this project pursuant
.„ os ,„, .. •
to the provisions of CEQA.
'OA Negative Declaration was prepared for this 6roject pursuant to the
-.NM
-_..
- \ provisions of CEQA.
JtjA ‘
1 The EIR or Negative Declaration and record of project approval may be
y.1%
cll
'
s
x'
examined at: SMUD Building
--,
co'
i ..,
SAC.11r.r.t.t.1
6201 "S" Street, Sacramento, CA 95813
.-\...,
-,' 1

L

,-- C‘

Mitigation measures la were,Owere not, made a condition of the approval
of the project.
was not, adopted
was,
4. A statement of Overriding Considerations
for this project.

c, 3:
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Date Received for Filing
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ager, Engineering Department
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BOARD OF SUPERVISORS CITY MA
NAGER'S OFFICE
COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO Hff
700 H STREET

/

SACRAMENTO, CA. 85814

C. TOBIAS (Toby) JOHNSON
SUPERVISOR FIFTH DISTRICT
(916) 440-5465

MAY 5 1981
May 5, 1981

Mr. Walt Slipe
City Manager
City Hall
Sacramento, Ca. 95814
Dear Walt:
My office has been contacted by Mr. David Morris, a property owner in the

V.Ic Grove area,_who . attended the City Council's hearing last week regarding
the SMUD proposal toconstruct high voltage transmission lines from South
me
Sacramento to Rancho Seco.
The Board of Supervisors conducted a hearing on this proposal on March 26, 1981,
and after lengthy testimony and careful deliberation, moved to approve the
SMUD proposal contained in alternate 6A and 6B with the stipulation the power
lines be installed underground at the northern traverse from approximately
Waterman Road to the terminus.
I have attached herewith the minutes of the March 26 meeting and copies of
resolutions adopted by the Board of Supervisors.
I request that the copies be made available to all members of the City Council
prior to the hearing on May 5, 1981.
Sincerel

TO BY JOHNS
Fifth Distric
se
Enclosure

isor

1
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
BOARD OF' SUPERVISORS MINUTES

9:00 a.m.

19 81

March 26.

SECTION III - TIMED MATTERS

(Continued)

PLANNING COMMISSION MATTERS

(Continued)

APPEAL AND REPORT BACK FROM CORDOVA PLANNING ADVISORY COUNCIL
IQ PLANNING DEPARTMENT:
10 .

Car . Stein, \hr°
114
c/o Farmers Market, by B and B Sons Enterprises, Inc. the property is located on the southwest corner of Sunrise Boulevard
and Trade Center Drive in i,the Community of Rancho Cordova. Parcel
No. 072-222-26 AppealingJthe decision of the Project Planning Commission denying a Use Permit.to provide for retail sales (Farmer's Liquor
Store) in the M-1 Zone with a development plan approval. The Cordova
Community Planning Advisory Council recommends approval. 80-PA-799
80-UP-793 Environmental Document: Negative Declaration (Accepted
the negative declaration as adequate and appropriate 11/6/80; Referred
to the Planning Department for a report back on change of policy in
the requirements of a use permit in industrial zones, directed that
Planning develop a time frame 11/6/80; Referred to Cordova Planning
Advisory Council and Planning to work out a recommended mix of
Industrial areas and continued from 2/5/81, #8) (Legal Notice
Published) (Johnson)
Written protests received: None.
Vertal testimony presented:
Carl Stein, Applicant, addressed the Board requesting a continuance
when there is a full Board present.
Supervisor Johnson moved to continue this item to April 16, 1981,
at 6:00 p.m., seconded by Supervisor Collin and carried by the
unanimous vote of those Board members present. (Supervisor Sheedy
absent)

9:00 a.m.

-5s—
The Board

HEARINGS

-

11.

of Supervisors will consider the Sacramento Municipal
Utility District's proposal for construction of the Phase III
transmission line and substation projects as approved by the SMUD
Board of Directors. The Board will also consider a Final
Environmental Impact Report Phase III, Projects A through C, for
a 230,000 Volt Transmission Line and a 230,000 Volt Substation.
(Legal Notice Published)
(See attached copy of the Notice of Public Hearing)

Written protests received: None.
Verbal testimony presented:
Al Freitas, Environmental Impact Section, addressed the Board.

-8-

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
BOARDOFSUPERVISORSMINUTES

Mnrrh 26

SECTION III - TIMED MATTERS
9:00 a.m.

(Continued)

HEARINGS

11. (Continued)
Jim Bringle, representing SMUD, addressed the Board. He explained
the projects and gave the background summary of Public Meetings.
There are three project A, B, and C, each project was identified on
'detailed maps.
Supervisor Johnson commented on the SMUD proposals, he feels SmUD
should consider the people and go to underground construction.
Lance Bailey, Planning Director, addressed the Board on the
Government Code and the need for permit and assessment of the project.
Bob Willett, County Counsel, addressed the Board on procedure.
Suprvisor Johnson spoke on the safety issue and overhead line impact
on agriculture planes. He feels the existing corridors should be used.
Al Freitas, EIS, addressed the Board on the significant visual impact.
Bill Holliman, representing Messrs. Wateman and Lent addressed the Board.
He addressed SMUD proposal 3 which would bisect 4 fields currently
under agricutural uses by Mr. Wateman. He outlined the necessary findings
to be made. He outlined a compromise alternate route to use No. 2 and
proceed north at property lines (Wateman - Lent Properties) to the rest
of alternate No. 3 route.
Mr. Wateman addressed the Board on the proposed compromise alignment.
Bill Holliman suggested SMUD Board consider another alternate route.
Bob Willett asked Mr. Holliman's opinion of the County considering
a route not addressed in the FIR.

Bill Holliman stated that he believes the SMUD Board can do so
within the scope of the FIR.
Dorothy Katz addressed the Board on the proposed route 3. She
stated that these lines would go across two of her fields.
She feels this is madness to put lines overland when they already
own right-of-way for 6B. She urged the Board to disallow or deny
SMUD alternate 3 and ask them to take another look at the project.
Barbara Morse addressed the Board stating her property is in
permanent agricultural use. She is concerned about radiation.
She stated that notice to those really affected should be done
by certified mail.
John Mellow addressed the Board stating he lives on Essenger
Road. He does not want the route to go down Essenger, he will
be affected by either route, but he would prefer the alternate
suggested by Mr. Wateman.

-9-
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
March 26,

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS MINUTES

SECTION III - TIMED MATTERS

9:00 a.m.

19 81

(Continued)

HEARINGS

11. (Continued)
Barbara Kelly addressed the Board on the various alternates.
Robert Hudson addressed the Board stating "our ox has already been
gored". We live on Waterman Road, and the existing lines go
through our properties. We are concerned for our safety because
of the intensity of voltage. He urged the Board not to add
any more lines to this area.
Ceclia Murphy addressed the Board speaking to the effect of the
hum from the lines on the livestock. Calves are born blind or
are aborted because of the radiation. She asked why SMUD does not
just buy the land outright. She stated they invade the land by
opening gates and leaving them all open. They have let all of
her cows out.
Supervisor Johnson questioned Mr. Bringle about radiation.
Mr. Bringle explained the magnetic electric fields which exist
and how this would increase with the new lines.
The Board and Mr. Bringle discussed electric fields, safety
and health issues.
Cecilia Murphy addressed the Board on fires under the lines when
the area is hot and dry.
Eileen Geesler addressed the Board on alternate 2 route. She asked
why SMUD does not pay premium compensation to use area they've
already ruined and buy the people out so they can relocate.
George Morse addressed the Board stating he
route down Essenger Road. He has the pellet
sophisticated equipment, he stated. He does
new line would do to his property. He asked
SMUD has.

is concerned with the
mill and some
not know what this
how many customers

Mr. Bringle replyed from the EIR Report there are 324,438 metered
customers.
George Morse addressed the Board again urging underground lines.
He proposed underground for a portion at least.
Barbara Morse addressed the Board stating she does not feel that
SMUD is concerned by the EIR. It's all been economical.
Supervisor Bryan moved to close the hearing, seconded by Supervisor
Johnson and carried by the unanimous vote of those Board members
present. (Supervisor Sheedy absent)

-
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS MINUTES

Marah 26.

SECTION III - TIMED MATTERS
9:00 a.m.

19 81

(Continued)

HEARINGS

11. (Continued)
The Board Members discussed the project and alternatives. .
Bob Willett, County Counsel, outlined sequence of procedures on
SMUD projects. He asked SMUD if the undergrounding was included
for all the routes in the EIR.
Mr. Bringle outlined where assessments were made in the EIR.

12:30
Lance Bailey, Planning Director, outlined findings to be adopted.
12:31
Supervisor Bryan moved to disapprove the proposed project and
proposed the adoption of alternate 6A and 6B with undergrounding
along the north end; Approve Phase B and C, seconded by Supervisor
Collin and carried by the unanimous vote of those Board members
present. (Supervisor Sheedy absent)
15:57
Lance Bailey summarized the resolutions.
Supervisor Bryan moved to approve the two resolutions as amended,
seconded by Supervisor Johnson and the following votes were cast.
AYES: Supervisors Bryan, Johnson, Smoley, Collin; NOES:
Supervisors, none; ABSTAIN: Supervisor Sheedy; ABSENT:
Supervisors, none.
Bob Willett stated that there were minor corrections to be made
to one resolution.
Supervisor Bryan moved to approve the correction to the one resolution,
seconded by Supervisor Johnson and the following votes were cast.
AYES: Supervisors Bryan, Johnson, Smoley, Collin; NOES:
Supervisors, none; ABSTAIN: Supervisor Sheedy; ABSENT:
Supervisors, none.
Resolution Nos 81-322 and 81-323 were adopted. (See attached)

I

RESOLUTION NO.

81 322
-

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
ISSUING A PERMIT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSMISSION FACILITIES COMPLYING WITH ZONING
CODE SECTIONS 301-10 THROUGH 301-12 (PROJECT
IS KNOWN AS SMUD PHASE III, PROJECT A,
230,000 VOLT TRANSMISSION LINES)
WHEREAS, California Government Code Section 53091 provides that
local governments zoning regulations are applicable to public
utility projects for transmission facilities of 100,000 volts or
larger capacities; and
WHEREAS, Public Utlities Code Section 12808.5 requires that
for projects of 100,000 volt capacity or larger, transmission facilities utility providers and local governments shall hold noticed
public hearings relative to the project and that specific findings
be made for approval of such projects after due consideration of
impacts, project consistency with local government plans, an
evaluation of the necessity of the project and the consideration of
feasible alternatives to the proposed project; and
WHEREAS, Sacramento County Zoning Code Sections 301-10, 301-11,
and 301-12 were adopted to implement the above statutes; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors, after public hearings, may
by resolution approve, approve an alternative, or disapprove the
subject proposed facilities; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors has conducted a public hearing
relative to the subject project; and
WHEREAS, the Final Environmental Impact Report adopted by the

Sacramento Municipal Utility District Board of Directors discusses
the recommendations of this Board of Supervisors;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Supervisors of
the County of Sacramento, State of California after receiving recommendations from local residents, community groups and Planning staff
makes the following findings relative to Sacramento Municipal
Utility District's preferred Alternative 3 as described in the
Final Environmental Impact Report;
1. The project is inconsistent with Sacramento County's
General Plan and the Elk Grove Community Plan in
that said plans include policies regarding the preservation of the viability of agricultural pursuits
for lands in agricultural use along the proposed rightsof-way, and due to the effect that overhead transmission
lines would severely impact necessary agricultural
operations such as crop dusting by air; and
2. The Board of Supervisors pursuant to Sections 301-10
through 301-12, above, finds that the necessity for
the proposed facilities as described in Alternative 3
cannot justify the impact of said facilities on the health,
convenience, safety and welfare of the County residents.
Specifically, only two alternatives have an acceptable
impact on health and safety; namely, complete undergrounding of the entire line or utilization of existing
overhead right-of-way north along Waterman Road and the
undergrounding the balance of the line westerly along

-2-

Mack Road. (Identified as Alternative 6-B in the SMUD
Final EIR).
3. A number of feasible alternatives to the proposal were
considered, and i light of the identified impacts and
above consideratiins, the Board of Supervisors recommends,
Alternative 6-B as described in the Final Environmental
Impact Report.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the County of
Sacramento, by this Resolution, does not approve the request
for Transmission Facilities as described in Alternative 3 in the
Environmental Impact Report for the SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY
DISTRICT (SMUD).
On a motion by Supervisor
Supervisor

Johnson

Bryan

, seconded by

, the foregoing Resolution was passed

and adopted by the Board of Supervisors of the County of Sacramento,
State of California, at a regular meeting thereof this
Marcth

26th

day of

, 1981, by the following vote, to wit:

AYES:

Supervisors,

Bryan, Johnson, Smoley, Collin

NOES:

Supervisors,

None

ABSENT:

Supervisors,

None

ABSTAIN: Supervisors,

Sheedy

a-,
Chairpe on of the Board of Supervisors
of Sacramento County, California
rj

(SEAL)
ATTEST:

4
of the
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Board f Supervisors
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RESOLUTION NO. 81- 323

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
ISSUING A PERMIT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
TRANSMISSION FACILITIES COMPLYING WITH
ZONING CODE SECTIONS 301-10 THROUGH
301-12 (PROJECT IS KNOWN AS SMUD PHASE
III, PROJECTS B AND C, 230,000 VOLT
TRANSMISSION LINES AND 230,000 VOLT
SUBSTATION)
WHEREAS, California Government Code Section 53091 provides
that local governments zoning regulations are applicable to
public utility projects for transmission and substation facilities of 100,000 volts or larger capacity; and
WHEREAS, Public Utilities Code Section 12808.5 requires that
for projects of 100,000 volt capacity or larger, transmission or
substation facilities utility providers and local government shall
hold noticed public hearings relative to the project and that
specific findings be made for approval of such projects under due
consideration of impacts, project consistency with local government plan, an evaluation of the necessity of the project and the
consideration of feasuble alternatives to the proposed project; and
WHEREAS, Sacramento County Zoning Code Sections 301-10,
301-11 and 301-12 have been specifically developed and adopted to
implement the above listed Government Codes, and as such, the Board
of Supervisors may adopt a resolution approving, approving an
alternative, or disapproving the subject proposed facilities; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors has conducted a public
hearing relative to the subject project and its Final Environmental Impact Report;

c

•

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Supervisors
of the County of Sacramento, State of California, after receiving
recommendations from local residents, community groups, and
Planning staff make the following findings relative to the subject
project:
1.

The project is found to be consistent with Sacramento
County's General Plan, Elk Grove Community Plan, Laguna
Community Plan and the South Sacramento Community Plan
in that it avoids, to the degree possible, residential
areas; and

2.

A number of feasible alternatives to the proposal were considered, however, the subject project, in view of all
aspects of the project and the local needs, was considered
the most appropriate; and

3.

The necessity for the subject project has been established by SMUD and it is deemed to be of overall benefit
to Sacramento County residents and is in their best
interest relative to health, convenience, safety, and
welfare; and

4.

The project has fully considered Sacramento County's
Zoning Code Section 301-11 SITING TRANSMISSION FACILITIES
in selecting the transmission routes and substation sites.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the County of
Sacramento, by this Resolution, does issue a permit for Transmission Facilities to SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT (SMUD)
for the subject project. The County does recognize that an

environmental document has been issued in accordance with CEQA
and that the SMUD Board of Directors on January 8, 1981, did
approve said Final. E.I.R.
Bryan

On a motion by Supervisor
Supervisor

Johnson

seconded by

, the foregoing resolution was passed

and adopted by the Board of Directors of the County of Sacramento,
State of California, at a regular meeting thereof this
of

March

26th day

, 1981, by the following vote, to wit:

AYES.

Supervisors, Bryan, Johnson, Smoley, Collin

NOES:

Supervisors,

ABSENT:

Supervisors, None

ABSTAIN:

Supervisors: Sheedy

None

Chair son of the Board of Supervisors
of Sacramento County, California

(SEAL)
.

ATTEST:
a.s't C1erk,4f the

-Board af Supervisors

In accordance with Section 25103 of the Covernment
Code of trie State of Calitornia. • copy cf this
doc•ment has been delivered to the (Recilat•n of Bel
Board of Supervisors. Coantv •if S. - . 2 ”- -ritn. on

MAR 2 6 1
■

4 Irk, litt rd c.f Supervisertal
thou /
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK
915 I STREET
CITY HALL ROOM 308

LORRAINE MAGANA
CITY CLERK

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95814
TELEPHONE (916) 449-5426

April 7, 1981
Owner of Property:

On April 6, 1981 , the following matter was filed with my office to set a hearing date
before the City Council.

Transmission Facility Permit Request by Sacramento Municipal
Utility District for City portion only of construction of
"Phase III transmission line and substation projects" (M-507)
(All Districts)

The hearing has been set for April 28, 1981, 7:30 P.M., Council Chamber, 2nd floor,
915 - I Street, Sacramento, California. Interested parties may appear and speak at
the hearing.
Pursuant to Council Rules of Procedure 4.5, continuance of the above matter may be
obtained only if a written request is delivered to this office no later than 12:00
Noon the Monday before the meeting when the hearing is scheduled. If written request
is not delivered to this office as specified herein, you may obtain continuance only
by appearing before the City Council at the time the hearing is scheduled and request
the continuance.
ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS HEARING SHOULD BE REFERRED TO:
SACRAMENTO CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
725 - J STREET
SACRAMENTO CA 95814
TELEPHONE: 449-5604
Sincerely,
•

zott,
orraine Magana
City Clerk
LM: am
cc:

Mailing List 656

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK
0/8 I STRUT
CITY NAIL ROOM 203

SACRAAIENTO. CALIFORNIA 08814
TELEPHONE (010) 4A04428

NOT DELIVERABLE AS ADDRESSED
UNABLE TO FORWARD
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STFPHEN M/SANDRA I CHAPLA
- 7725 ELSIE AVENUE
SACRAMENTO. CA

NOTICE OF CITY COUNCIL HEARING
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